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I have not been able to examine the large number of forms
included by Saccardo under Monilia. Of these it is probable
that many have no real affinity with that above discussed;
while others may be closely related. 'Such appears to be the
case with a rather common form which attacks the immature
fruits of Prunus serotina and related species, forming delicate
white tufts, with spores very like, but somewhat smaller than
those of Mfructigena. This is probably the plant called by
weeardo MoniKa Peckiana, var. angustior. The few cult-

ures
1 have been able to make have yielded only the common

spore-chains, but the form will probably repay further investi-
gation as to its pleomorphism and its affinities.
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some time in another connection, I have noted a number

points that seem to have a direct bearing on this question

afford a possible explanation for the contradictory evide:

previously at hand.

The effect of the inoculation of various saprophytic as i

as facultative parasitic species of bacteria into the tissue

different plants was studied in order to determine first,

effect produced on the plant, if any, and second, the reciprc

effect on the micro-organism.
Caulescent plants, 2 such as Geranium, were selected and

these were injected various forms of micro-organisms, at

washing the stem with sterile water to rid it as faraspo
theof the bacteria on its surface. The minute opening in

stem caused by the inoculating needle was closed by st

foreign orgam-vaseline, so as to prevent the entrance of
In this way different species of bacteria were introduced if

the interior of rapidly growing healthy plants, and after v

ing periods of incubation, their effect was ascertained. U

certain saprophytic forms such as B. mesraterium, B. la

Iaerogenes, B. butyricus, etc., as well as those species pat

genie for animals like B. anthracis, B. typhosus, B. cliphthe
"

columbarum, no macroscopic change could be detected in

L

ula

tissue of the host when it was in a healthy growing cotidit

Of course those forms that are pathogenic for plants, such

pear blight, did affect their respective Hosts when inoc

into susceptible plants, but when species not closely related

their normal hosts were used, no macroscopical change co

be noticed in the condition of the plant. A microscopy

examination of the tissues also failed to reveal any pathol-

conditions brought about by the injection of the mi *
gamsms.

So much for the effect of the micro-organism on the p'
;

The effect of the host upon the micro-organism was,

ever, greatly different. This was determined by mea^

The plant tissue into which the

tena had been injected was taken after varying pen

. -- b ... tissue removed by

-

scalpels, after which quite thin transverse sections of
»e

maining core of tissue were sectioned, also under asept^

These were then seeded in melted

culture experiments.
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and roll cultures made therefrom. The liquefied gelatine pene-
trates the section and the bacteria present are able to grow.
Not only were cultures made in this way from the tissue taken

t the point of inoculation but sections were also taken at

varying intervals both above and below the point of intro-
duction. Special care was taken in the use of germ-free
11 truments, so that there was no possibility of transferring
bacteria from one section to another

The results obtained in this way were quite various.
Nearly all of the species pathogenic for the animal body, as
15. anthracis, B. diphtheriae, B. cholerae gallinarum, Micrococ-
cus tetragenus, M. cereus flavus, Staphylococcus epidermis al-
busand St. pyogenes aureus, were killed out in the plant tissues

iter a lapse of a few days. One notable exception was, how-
ever, observed in the case of B. pyocvaneus. This germ was
able to live in healthy plants of different species like Geran-
um, I enthorum and Begonia for 50 to 70 days or more and
even able to spread throughout the plant tissue in an upward

"ection to a distance of 50 to 8o mm
. By far the greater

number of the parasitic bacteria, however, were unable to sur-
vive in the plant.

Vith saprophytic bacteria, the case was usually different.
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erence to the first question raised, as to the presence of bac-

teria in normal healthy tissues.

It has been shown that certain bacteria can live inpla

tissues for a long time, if they are once allowed an entra

(as by artificial inoculation). What happens by artificial;

oculation can under certain circumstances also take place in J

state of nature. If by any means, a plant is wounded in a

way, bacteria can enter from the air, and if the tissues are suc-

culent enough, they can at least live for considerable tin

Bacteria introduced in this way as wound parasites woi;

come to be enclosed in the tissue by the healing over of tk

wounded surface, and thus error might arise as to their or

even if the experiments were carried out on the most rigi

bacteriological principles. A minute puncture would suffice

allow them to enter, as was to be seen when a sterile pi* 1

num needle was thrust into the tissue of a stem and then

wound closed by vaseline as before. Cultures from thep

parenchyma showed bacteria that were also to be found*

the epidermis of the plant.
In connection with the above results, I have made num

ous attempts to isolate micro-organisms from different forir

vegetable tissue, where I first made sure that there were

wounds, but in no case have I been able to isolate them^
the conditions of the experiments were faultless.

*

appearance of a single colony or so in the cultures occasion

ally, is due to the inevitable exposure at the time of prep

tion of cultures. The danger of external contaminate
- instelmuch less where stems of fairly good size are used

such subterranean organs as rhizomes. Bacteria are p:

in the superficial soil layers in myriads and it is easy to

that by some slight abrasion or puncture of the epide

they can gain access to the inner tissues of the plant a

live for a considerable leneth of time.

nd

The evident conclusion from these results is that v

like animal tissue is normally free from micro-organic

'

that in healthy plant tissue many species of bacteria ar

to exist for a not inconsiderable length of time. This 1

.;

with the most healthy growing plants, and where the w

of the plant is weakened to any great extent, the micro-o

ism is much more able to sustain itself in the strug*

existence.

University of Chicago.


